Traffic, Transport and Travel Working Group
Report by Mike Radford, Will Westlake and Andy Martin
Date 15 May 2020

Traffic Survey
Data loggers were installed by Highways at the following locations:




Comberton Road (16 to 23 March)
New Road School entrance (16 to 23 March)
Haslingfield Road (16 to 23 March)

These data loggers were hung on lampposts, record in both directions and use lasers. They are
discrete so will give a good picture of traffic speed. They also capture vehicle type. Results show that
top speeds are quite high with 96 mph being recorded in the 30 mph limit on Haslingfield Road. The
data from there was suspect as we think the setting was wrong. However, high speeds seem to be
supported by our MVAS system installed there recently. Top speed in front of the school was 57 mph
and on Comberton Road 61 mph. Of the combined 63, 045 vehicle movements over the three roads
over seven days, 13,596 vehicles were travelling at over 35 mph, the threshold for a speeding ticket.
These dataloggers will be installed again by Matt Staton’s (CCC Highways) team free of charge as the
beginnings of the lockdown occurred during the week of the survey which resulted in very little
queuing traffic.

MVAS System
Since the Traffic meeting held at the end of February 2020 where the Viasis 3000 MVAS system was
shown to the village, the system has been installed in the following places:




High Street (26 February to 20 March)
Comberton Road (20 March to 25 April)
Haslingfield Road (3 May ongoing)

High Street data was gathered during the same period as the datalogger data. Highest speed
recorded was 53 mph with 185 vehicles travelling over 35 mph out of 13,324. Whilst this does not
seem too bad, the MVAS was positioned outside the recreation ground opposite Mailes Close where
there are blind spots for traffic in all directions and high pedestrian footfall.
Comberton Road data was recorded in different locations and different directions. MVAS was setup
in one lamppost (near Foxcotte) to record in both directions (oncoming traffic will see the display
and traffic coming in the other direction would be blind to the display). One data set shows a top
speed of 72 mph leaving Barton. 5192 vehicles out of 28, 984 were travelling at over 35 mph.
MVAS is now on Haslingfield Road. Data downloaded on 15 May showed a high of 81 mph travelling
from the A603 towards Haslingfield. 4312 vehicles were travelling over 35 mph (out of 12,025). The
MVAS has been turned around to point towards the A603 to see if it slows traffic down. Local
residents have captured photos of speeding cars and have been encouraged to report speeding
drivers to the police.
Additional Lampposts have been assigned by Irina Ferreira (CCC) for Comberton Road and New Road
(in front of the School). Requests are pending with Helen Taylor (SCDC) for lampposts on Cambridge
Road and Wimpole Road (A603).
The lamppost assigned opposite the school gates on New Road is obscured by tree branches and
these need cutting back. As the Camera base is 2.5 m above the ground, vegetation needs to be
cleared to a height of just over 3 m.

LHI
Andy Martin attended the Local Highways Initiative Zoom meeting on 24 March 2020. This was
organized by Lina Nieto and Matt Staton. Granchester and Eversdens were the only other parish
councils on the call.
Matt went through the process for applying for grants and also pointed out other roots for funding.
Applications go to a committee for approval. Funding needs to be 10% matched by the Parish for up
to £15k of grant. Basically, they are looking at added value. Privately funded schemes are an option
as well as 3rd party funded. (Granchester has benefitted from filming in the village which has funded
most of their traffic calming projects.)
It was made clear that Barton needs solutions and that a single grant of £15k is not going to be
enough. An explanation of the issues we have with traffic volume, traffic speed, safe crossing places
and roads that separate and isolate sections of the village was presented and discussed.
Follow up emails with Lina have been sent, but all highways personnel have been reassigned to
COVID-19 activities for the time being.

A603 Speed Camera
A603 speed camera is being upgraded to take digital photos and automatically upload the data. This
tracks speed only in one direction but may trigger (flash) in both directions. This should be
operational soon as Highways is up and running again.
Trees and shrubs need to be trimmed back on Wimpole Road at least 60m away from the Camera to
remove the risk of challenges to speeding tickets. There is a warning sign 60m from the Camera, but
this also has growth partially obscuring it.

20 mph Activated Signs
Matt Staton was asked if the 20 mph flashing signs outside the school could have the timing changed
to cover the breakfast club and playgroup arriving and leaving times. Waiting for a response.

Speedwatch
Andy Martin has attended Speedwatch training at Cambourne Police station on 6th March 2020. This
was conducted by Andy Boylett, the area Speedwatch coordinator.
Andy Martin met up with Andy Boylett on the afternoon of 6th March 2020 to look at potential
Speedwatch sites around the village in addition to the ones assigned. Andy said that we can use
existing MVAS sites for official Speedwatch. We identified one site in the 40 mph on Cambridge Road
near Roman Hill, one site on Wimpole Road in the 30 mph limit just past Haslingfield Road (where
there is an application for an MVAS lamppost) and looked at sites on Comberton Road, New Road
and Haslingfield Road. We are waiting for confirmation of approval.
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MVAS Locations and Licenses
Column number
L4PCL
L9PCK
L5PCH
L4PCS
13PCS

Postcode
CB23 7BA
CB23 7BG
CB23 7AG
CB23 7AY
CB23 7AY

Road
9 Comberton Road
Barton Rec
Haslingfield Road
New Road
New Road

License
CCC12513877
CCC12513877
CCC12513877
CCC12513877
CCC12513877

L15PCS
L10PCL
L13PCL
SC5

CB23 7AY
CB23 7BA
CB23 7BA
CB23 7AX

CCC180987655
CCC180987655
CCC180987655
CCC12513877

SC25

CB23 7AW

New Road (school)
17 Comberton Road
Foxcote Fencing
Cambridge Road (Roman
Hill)
94 Wimpole Road

CCC12513877

Irina Ferreira (CCC) approved three more sites: Irina.Ferreira@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
Applied through Helen Taylor (SDC) 19 March 2020: Taylor Helen
<Helen.Taylor@scambs.gov.uk>

Technical Specifications for licenses
MVAS viasis 3003 Dimensions and weight (reference manual) page 82

640 x 548 x 185 (mm)
Unit weight 12 kg
Battery weight ~6 kg
Combined weight ~20 kg

Speed Watch Locations

Site No

Road Name/Route

Town/Village

Speed Limit

35SC143

New Road

Barton

30

35SC144

Comberton Road

Barton

30

35SC146

Haslingfield Road

Barton

30

High Street

Barton

30

Cambridge Road

Barton

40

Wimpole Road

Barton

30

Comberton Road (2)

Barton

30

Comberton Road (3)

Barton

30

More sites surveyed by Andy Boylett (area coordinator) on 6th March 2020. Awaiting approval.
BOYLETT, Andy 9872 <Andy.Boylett@cambs.pnn.police.uk>

